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Using large-scale numerical simulations, we analyze the statistical properties of fracture in the two-
dimensional random spring model and compare it with its scalar counterpart: the random fuse model. We first
consider the process of crack localization measuring the evolution of damage as the external load is raised. We
find that, as in the fuse model, damage is initially uniform and localizes at peak load. Scaling laws for the
damage density, fracture strength, and avalanche distributions follow with slight variations the behavior ob-
served in the random fuse model. We thus conclude that scalar models provide a faithful representation of the
fracture properties of disordered systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The statistical properties of fracture in disordered media
represent an intriguing theoretical problem with important
practical applicationsf1g. The presence of disorder naturally
leads to statistical distributions of failure stresses, accumu-
lated damage, acoustic activity, crack shapes, and so on. The
application of a standard continuum description based on an
elastic equation cannot capture the effect of fluctuations, and
hence the effect of disorder has to be considered explicitly. A
well established way to deal with this problem relies on lat-
tice models, in which the medium is described by a discrete
set of elastic bonds with randomly distributed failure thresh-
olds f1g. In the simplest approximation of a scalar displace-
ment, one recovers the random fuse modelsRFMd where a
lattice of fuses with random thresholds is subject to an in-
creasing external currentf2g.

The RFM has been extensively investigated in the past 20
years, mainly using numerical simulationsf1–8g. The type of
behavior at macroscopic fracture is significantly influenced
by the amount of disorderf3g. When the disorder is narrowly
distributed, materials break down without significant precur-
sors. In particular, if the threshold distribution does not ex-
tend to zero, the lattice breaks suddenlyf3g. As the disorder
increases, substantial damage is accumulated prior to failure
and the dynamics resembles percolation. Indeed, in the limit
of infinite disorder, the damage accumulation process can
exactly be mapped onto a percolation problemf9g. It has
been suggested that for strong, but finite, disorder, fracture
should be interpreted as a first-order transition near a spin-
odal point f6g. In addition, the fracture of the RFM is pre-
ceded by avalanches of failure eventsf6,10–12g. These are
reminiscent of the acoustic emission activity observed in ex-
periments and their distribution follows a power law. Finally,
the RFM has also been used to compute the fracture strength
distribution and the related size effectsf13–17g.

Modeling the elastic medium using the RFM introduces
drastic approximations in terms of the discretization process,

quasistatic dynamics, and the scalar nature of the interac-
tions. It is thus important to clarify if the observations made
in the RFM carry over to more complex and realistic situa-
tions. In this paper, we address the problem of the scalar
selectricd interactions of the RFM, by comparing it with a
tensorial central force model, the random spring model
sRSMd f18,19g. The model is a tensorial counterpart of the
RFM: it has quasistatic dynamics, random thresholds, but
fuses and currents are replaced by elastic springs and forces.
Dynamic effects have been considered instead in Refs.
f20,21g.

After discussing the model in Sec. II, we consider the
typical statistical measures performed using the RSM: dam-
age localization and average damage profiles are reported in
Sec. III, while mean damage scaling and damage distribu-
tions are discussed in Secs. IV and V, respectively. In Secs.
VI and VII, we discuss the fracture strength distribution and
the size effect on the mean strength. The avalanche behavior
is analyzed in Sec. VII and a summary is reported in Sec
VIII. We have not analyzed the roughness of the final crack
since in several instances the spring networks fail because of
loss of rigidity.

II. THE RANDOM SPRING MODEL

In the RSM, the lattice is initially fully intact with bonds
having the same stiffness, but the bond-breaking thresholds,
t, are randomly distributed based on a threshold probability
distribution,pstd. The bond breaks irreversibly, whenever the
force in the spring exceeds the breaking threshold force
value,t, of the spring. Periodic boundary conditions are im-
posed in the horizontal direction and a constant unit displace-
ment difference is applied between the top and the bottom of
lattice system.

Numerically, a unit displacement,D=1, is applied at the
top of the lattice system and the equilibrium equations are
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solved to determine the force in each of the springs. Subse-
quently, for each bondj , the ratio between the forcef j and
the breaking thresholdtj is evaluated, and the bondjc having
the largest value, maxjsf j / tjd, is irreversibly removed. The

TABLE I. Mean and standard deviation of damage density at the
peak load and failure in the random threshold spring model using a
triangular lattice network with uniform disorder distribution.Nconfig

denotes the number of configurations used in averaging the results
for each system size.pp andpf denote the mean fraction of broken
bonds in a lattice system of sizeL at the peak load and at failure,
respectively. Similarly,Dp andD f denote the standard deviation of
the fraction of broken bonds at the peak load and at failure,
respectively.

L Nconfig

Triangular

pp Dp pf D f

8 40000 0.1213 0.0285 0.2244 0.0482

16 40000 0.1045 0.0179 0.1869 0.0349

24 40000 0.0970 0.0137 0.1633 0.0258

32 40000 0.0923 0.0113 0.1477 0.0201

64 8000 0.0835 0.0075 0.1175 0.0106

128 2400 0.0763 0.0051 0.0972 0.0056

256 100 0.0708 0.0031 0.0836 0.0029

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Envelope of a typical force-displacement
response obtained using the RSM.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Snap-
shots of damage evolution in a
typical simulation of sizeL=256.
Number of broken bonds at the
peak load and at failure is 13 864
and 16 695, respectively.s1d–s9d
represent the snapshots of damage
after nb bonds are broken.s1d nb

=5000 s2d nb=10 000, s3d nb

=12 000, s4d nb=13 000, s5d nb

=14 000sjust after peak loadd, s6d
nb=15 000, s7d nb=15 500, s8d
nb=16 000, and s9d nb=16 500
sclose to failured.
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forces are redistributed instantaneously after a bond is bro-
ken, implying that the stress relaxation in the lattice system
is much faster than the breaking of a bond. Each time a bond
is broken, it is necessary to reequilibrate the lattice system in
order to determine the subsequent breaking of a bond. The
process of breaking of a bond, one at a time, is repeated until
the lattice system falls apart. For the RSM, we consider a
triangular lattice system network and a uniform probability
distribution for threshold disorder, which is constant between
0 and 1. The diamond latticessquare lattice with bonds in-
clined at 45 degreesd spring system exhibits certain unstable
modes and hence is not considered. Figure 1 presents the
envelope of a typical force-displacement response obtained
using the RSM. The peak load of the lattice system is defined
as the maximum force of the force-displacement response.

Numerical simulation of fracture using large lattice net-
works is often hampered due to the high computational cost
associated with solving a new large set of linear equations
every time a new lattice bond is broken. In this study, we use
the multiple-rank sparse Cholesky factorization updating al-
gorithm developed in Ref.f8g for simulating fracture using
discrete lattice systems. In comparison with the Fourier ac-
celerated iterative schemes used for modeling lattice break-
down f23g, this algorithm significantly reduced the computa-
tional time required for solving large lattice systems. For
instance, solving for anL=256 system takes on average
15 300 s on an IBM power4 1.3 GHz processor. Using this
numerical algorithm, we were able to investigate damage
evolution in largesL=512 for spring modeld initially fully
intact discrete lattice systems. However, due to an insuffi-
cient number of available sample configurations, in this pa-
per we consider results up toL=256 for spring models. For
many lattice system sizes, the number of sample configura-
tions,Nconfig, used is excessively large to reduce the statisti-
cal error in the numerical resultsssee Table Id. In Table I, the
fraction of broken bondssor damage densityd for each of the
lattice system sizes is obtained by dividing the number of
broken bonds with the total number of bonds,Nel, present in
the fully intact lattice system. For triangular lattice topology,
Nel=s3L+1dsL+1d. The lattice system sizes considered in
this work areL=h8,16,24,32,64,128,256j. However, since
corrections to the scaling laws are strongest for small lattice
systems, in the following we use lattice sizesLù16 for ob-
taining the scaling exponents. Table I presents mean and
standard deviations in the broken bond densitysfraction of
broken bondsd at the peak load and at failure for various
triangular lattice system sizes.

III. DIFFUSIVE DAMAGE AND LOCALIZATION

Qualitatively, damage evolution as described by breaking
of bonds is controlled by two competing aspects: disorder
and stress concentration in the vicinity of crack tips. In the
case of strong disorder, bond-breaking events occur in an
uncorrelated manner in the initial stages of damage evolution
and thus resemble percolation. As the damage starts to accu-
mulate, some degree of correlation can be expected due to
the presence of stress concentration at the crack tips. A natu-
ral question to ask concerns the relevance of these correla-

tions as failure is approached. If correlations are irrelevant,
one should observe percolation scaling up to failure, as in the
case of infinite disorder. On the other hand, in the weak
disorder case, the current enhancement at the crack tips is so
strong that a spanning crack is nucleated soon after a few
bondssor even a single bondd are brokenf3g. The interesting
situation corresponds to the diffuse damage and localization
regime, where a substantial amount of damage is accumu-
lated prior to failure. Figure 2 presents the snapshots of dam-
age evolution in a typical RSM simulation of sizeL=256.

In order to investigate the localization of damage prior to
failure, we divided the load-displacement response of a typi-
cal RSM simulation into 12 segments, with six equal seg-
ments each before and after the peak load. Figures 3 and 4
present the snapshots of damage profiles within each seg-
ment of load-displacement curve of a typical simulation with
uniform threshold disorder forL=256. The damage is diffu-
sive in the initial stages of loading up to almost the peak
load. Around the peak load, the damage starts to localize and
ultimately leads to failure, and hence the final breakdown
event is very different from the initial precursors up to the
peak load. Based on Figs. 3 and 4, it is clear that localization
of damage occurs in the RSM prior to failure even for strong
but finite disorder. Similar behavior is observed in the ran-
dom threshold fuse model with both uniform and power-law
threshold distributionsf22g.

In order to obtain a quantitative description of the damage
localization process, it is necessary to average the damage
profiles over different realizations. Since the localization of
damage can occur anywhere along they direction of the
lattice, a simple averaging of the damage profiles would
yield a flat profile irrespective of the individual profile
shapes in a single realization. In this study, we average the
damage profiles by first shifting the damage profiles by the
center of mass of the damage and then averaging. Alterna-
tively, one could average the magnitude of the Fourier trans-
forms of individual damage profiles, thereby retaining the
frequency content of damage profiles. The Fourier method
eliminates any artificial biasing associated with the shifting
of the individual profiles in the real spacef22g.

Figure 5 presents the average damage profiles for the
damage accumulated up to the peak load by first shifting the
damage profiles by the center of mass of the damage and
then averaging over different samples. The results presented
in Fig. 5 indicate that although the average damage profiles
at smaller lattice system sizes are not completely flat, they
flatten considerably as the lattice system size is increased.
We tend thus to attribute the apparent profile to size effects.
Indeed, for large system sizesse.g., L=128 and 256d, the
results clearly show that there is no localization at the peak
load. Consequently, the localization of damage is mostly due
to the damage accumulated between the peak load and fail-
ure, i.e., the final catastrophic breakdown event. Figure 6
presents the data collapse of the average damage profiles for
the damage accumulated between the peak load and failure
using a power-law scaling. A perfect collapse of the data is
obtained using the form

kDpsy,Ldl/kDps0dl = fsuy − L/2u/jd, s1d

where the damage peak scales askDps0dl=L−0.37 and the
localization length scales asj,La, with a=0.65ssee Fig. 6d.
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The profile shapes decay exponentially at large system sizes.
We have also tried a simple linear scaling of the form
kDpsy,Ldl / kDps0dl= ffsy−L /2d /Lg, but the collapse of the
data is not very good. The result for the fuse model is simi-
lar: the profile also displays exponential tails and the expo-
nent is found to bea=0.8 f22g .

IV. SCALING OF DAMAGE DENSITY

It has been noted in the previous section that the final
breakdown event is very different from the initial precursors.

Thus, we consider the scaling of the number of broken bonds
at the peak load,np, that excludes the last catastrophic event.
In Fig. 7, we plotnp as a function of the lattice sizeNel. The
data display a reasonable power-law behaviornp,Nel

b , with
b=0.92. The exponentb=0.92 is in close agreement with the
value obtained for the random threshold fuse model using
both triangularsb=0.93d and diamondsb=0.91d lattice to-
pologies f22g. The difference between the RSM and RFM
models is marginal and may be attributed to the results ob-
tained from the smaller lattice sizes, where corrections to the
fractal scaling may exist. However, we have noticed some

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Snapshots of prepeak damage profiles of
a typical RSM simulation with uniform threshold distribution on a
triangular lattice of sizeL=256. The damage is uniform in the pre-
peak regime. In each of the subplots, the abscissa refers to they
coordinate of the lattice section and the ordinate is the number of
broken bonds in the section.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Snapshots of post-peak damage profiles
of a typical RSM simulation with uniform threshold distribution on
a triangular lattice of sizeL=256. The damage is clearly localized
in the post-peak regime. In each of the subplots, the abscissa refers
to the y coordinate of the lattice section and the ordinate is the
number of broken bonds in the section.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Average damage profiles at peak load
obtained by first centering the data around the center of mass of the
damage and then averaging over different samples. For each of the
samples, the damage profile is evaluated aspsyd=nbsyd / s3L+1d,
wherenbsyd denotes the number of broken bonds in theyth section.

FIG. 6. sColor onlined Data collapse of the average profiles for
the damage accumulated between peak load and failure using a
power-law scaling. We have considered the damage profiles forL
=h16,24,32,64,128,256j system sizes. The average has been per-
formed after shifting by the center of mass. The profiles show ex-
ponential tails.
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systematic deviations from the scaling formnp,Nel
b by plot-

ting np/Nel
b versusNel. Since the exponentb is close to 1, the

data could be equally well fit by a linear law times a loga-
rithmic correction np.Nel/ logsNeld, as suggested in Ref.
f24g ssee the inset of Fig. 7d. Both of these fits imply that in
the limit of large lattices, the fraction of broken bonds prior
to fracture vanishes.

V. SCALING OF DAMAGE DENSITY
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Since the final breakdown event is very different from the
initial precursors up to the peak load, in this section we
present the scaling of the cumulative probability distributions
for the fraction of broken bonds at the peak load. The cumu-
lative probability distribution for the damage density at the
peak load is defined as the probabilityPpspb,Ld that a sys-
tem of sizeL reaches peak load when the fraction of broken
bonds equalspb=nb/Nel, wherenb is the number of broken
bonds. Figure 8 presents the cumulative probability distribu-
tion for the damage density at the peak load in the random
threshold spring model for various system sizesL. By simply
plotting the distribution in terms ofp̄p;snb−mnp

d /snp
=spb

−ppd /Dp, wheremnp
and snp

denote the mean and standard
deviation of the number of broken bonds at peak load, andpp
andDp denote the mean and standard deviation of fraction of
broken bonds at peak loadssee Table Id, we obtain a very
good collapse of the cumulative probability distribution of
the damage density at the peak load. Figure 9 shows that
Ppsp,Ld may be expressed in a universal scaling form such
that Ppsp,Ld=Ppsp̄pd for different system sizesL. A similar

collapse has been performed for the random threshold fuse
model in Ref.f22g. The inset in Fig. 9 presents a comparison
of the cumulative damage density probability distributions in
the random threshold spring and fuse models. The excellent
collapse of the data in the inset of Fig. 9 suggests that the

FIG. 7. sColor onlined Scaling of the number of broken bonds at
peak load for triangular random threshold spring lattices. The scal-
ing exponentb=0.92 is very close to the exponent obtained for a
random threshold fuse network using triangularsb=0.93d and dia-
mondsb=0.91d lattices. The difference could be attributed to finite-
size effects. The number of broken bonds at peak load can also be
fit by a linear function times a logarithmic correction by plotting
np/Nel as a function ofNel in a log-linear plotsinsetd.

FIG. 8. sColor onlined The cumulative probability distribution
for the fraction of broken bonds at the peak load for triangular
spring lattices of different system sizes.

FIG. 9. sColor onlined The collapsed cumulative probability dis-
tribution for the fraction of broken bonds at the peak load in the
random threshold spring modelsRSMd using triangular lattices of
different system sizessL=8,16,24,32,64,128,256d with uniform
disorder when plotted as a function of the reduced variablep̄p=sp
−ppd /Dp. In the inset, a comparison between the cumulative prob-
ability distributions of the fraction of broken bonds at the peak load
is presented for the RSM and RFM. For the RSM, triangular lattices
of sizessL=8,16,24,32,64,128,256d and for the RFM, triangular
lattices of sizessL=16,24,32,64,128,256,512d are plotted. In the
RFM case, the collapse of cumulative probability distributions at
the peak load for different lattice topologiesstriangular and dia-
mondd and different disorder distributionssuniform and power lawd
is presented in Ref.f22g.
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cumulative probability distribution for the damage density at
the peak load,Ppspb,Ld=Ppsp̄pd, may be universal. Finally,
the collapse of the data in Fig. 10 indicates that a Gaussian
distribution adequately describesPp.

In Ref. f22g, we have also checked that the distributions at
failure in the random threshold fuse model obey essentially
the same laws, i.e.,Psp̄d=P fsp̄fd=Ppsp̄pd, whereP fsp̄fd is
the probability that a system of sizeL fails when the fraction
of broken bonds equalspb, and p̄f is the corresponding re-
duced variable at failure. However, in the RSM, although a
reasonable collapse of the cumulative probability distribution
of damage density at failure can be obtained, the cumulative
distributions of damage density at peak load and at failure
appear to be different. In particular, the distribution,P fsp̄fd,
at failure is not adequately described by a Gaussian distribu-
tion. The inadequacy of a Gaussian distribution in the post-

peak regime may indicate the presence of a relatively stron-
ger localization in the RSM compared with the RFM.

VI. UNIVERSALITY OF FRACTURE STRENGTH
DISTRIBUTION

In this study, we start the numerical simulation with a
fully intact lattice system. The fracture strength of such a
system is defined as the stress corresponding to the peak load
of the lattice system response.

Figure 11sad presents the fracture strength density distri-
butions for a random threshold spring model using the stan-

dard log-normal variable,j̄, defined asj̄=flnss fd−hg /z,
wheres f refers to the fracture strength defined as the peak
load divided by the system sizeL, andh andz refer to the
mean and the standard deviation of the logarithm ofs f. In
order to verify the universality of fracture strength distribu-
tion, the fracture strength distributions fromf17g correspond-
ing to the random threshold fuse modelsRFMd using trian-
gular lattice systems with uniform disorder are presented in
Fig. 11sad along with those corresponding to the random
threshold spring model. In particular, Fig. 11sad shows the
data for different lattice system sizes,L, corresponding tosad
triangular spring lattice,L=h8,16,24,32,64,128j and sbd
triangular fuse lattices of sizesL=h4,8,16,24,32,64,128j.
In all, there are 13 plots in Fig. 11sad, and the excellent
collapse of the data for various spring and fuse lattices
clearly indicates the universality of the fracture strength den-
sity distribution. The results presented in Fig. 11sad are lim-
ited only up to a system size ofL=128 due to the availability
of fewer sample configurations for larger lattice systems. In
order to attain a good collapse of the data for the density
distributions, it is necessary to consider many sample con-
figurations. On the other hand, good collapse of the data for
the cumulative distributions can be achieved using fewer
sample configurations. Figure 11sbd presents the cumulative

fracture strength versus the standard log-normal variable,j̄,
for random spring and fuse lattice networks for system sizes

FIG. 10. sColor onlined Normal distribution fit for the cumula-
tive probability distributions of the fraction of broken bonds at the
peak load for triangular spring lattices of different system sizesL
=h8,16,24,32,64,128,256j.

FIG. 11. sColor onlined Universality of fracture strength distribution in the random threshold spring and fuse models.sad Fracture strength
density distributions for triangular spring latticessL=h8,16,24,32,64,128jd and triangular fuse latticessL=h4,8,16,24,32,64,128jd with
uniform disorder.sbd Cumulative fracture strength distribution for triangular spring latticessL=h8,16,24,32,64,128,256jd and triangular
fuse latticessL=h4,8,16,24,32,64,128,256,512jd with uniform disorder. The collapse of the data in random spring and fuse models
suggests universality of fracture strength distribution. In the RFM case, the universality of fracture strength distributions with respect to
different lattice topologies is presented in Ref.f17g.
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up toL=512. In particular, in Fig. 11sbd, we plot the numeri-
cal simulation results of RSM for system sizesL
=h8,16,24,32,64,128,256j along with those of RFM for
system sizesL=h4,8,16,24,32,64,128,256,512j. In all,
there are about 16 curvess7 for triangular spring lattices and
9 for triangular fuse latticesd in Fig. 11sbd, and the excellent
collapse of the data suggests universality of fracture strength
distribution. In Ref.f17g, we have also presented the collapse
of the fracture strength distribution for different lattice to-
pologiesssuch as triangular and diamondd, which is consis-
tent with the notion of universality of fracture strength dis-

tribution. That is,Pssøs fd=Csj̄d, wherePssøs fd refers
to the cumulative probability of fracture strengthsøs f, C is

a universal function such that 0øCø1, and j̄=flnss fd
−hg /z is the standard log-normal variable.

Figures 12sad and 12sbd present the modified Gumbel and
Weibull fits for the fracture strength distribution of a trian-
gular spring lattice network using

A = kS 1

s f
dD − ln c s2d

for the modified Gumbel distribution, and

A = m lnS 1

s f
D − ln c s3d

for the Weibull distribution. In Eqs.s2d and s3d, k, d, c, and
m are constants, andA is defined as

A = − lnF−
lnf1 − Pss fdg

L2 G , s4d

wherePss fd denotes the cumulative distribution. From these
figures, it is clear that fracture strength data for different
lattice system sizes do not collapse onto a single straight line
as they should, if the data were to follow Eq.s2d or Eq. s3d.
This indicates that neither modified Gumbel nor Weibull dis-
tributions may represent the fracture strengths distribution
accurately for the RSM. In Ref.f17g, similar conclusion has
been drawn for the fracture strengths distribution of RFM.

On the other hand, in Fig. 12scd, we test the log-normal
description for fracture strengths by plotting the inverse of
the cumulative probability,F−1fPss fdg, against the standard

log-normal variable,j̄. In the above description,Fs·d denotes
the standard normal probability function. In particular, in
Fig. 12scd we present the log-normal fit for the cumulative
fracture strength distributions obtained for random threshold
spring and fuse modelsfi.e., for all of the 16 curves in Fig.

FIG. 12. sColor onlined Probability distribution fits for fracture strengths at the peak load in a triangular spring lattice network for
different lattice system sizesL=h8,16,24,32,64,128,256j. sad Modified Gumbel distributionstopd. sbd Weibull distributionsmiddled. scd
Log-normal distribution fit for all the 16 curvesfsee Fig. 11sbdg sbottomd. Since the data for different lattice system sizes do not collapse onto
a single curve, Weibull distribution may not be an adequate fit for representing fracture strengths in the RSM. On the other hand, the collapse
of the data in the reparametrized log-normal distribution fit suggests that the log-normal distribution describes the fracture strength distri-
bution adequately.
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11sbdg. Once again, this figure clearly indicates that the frac-
ture strength distribution obtained for different lattice system
sizes collapses onto a single curve, although a minute devia-
tion from straight line behavior is evident. The log-normal
distribution can be understood to have evolved as a conse-
quence of the multiplicative nature of a large number of ran-
dom distributions representing the stress scale factors neces-
sary to break the subsequent ”primary” bondssby definition,
an increase in applied stress is required to break a ”primary”
bondd leading up to the peak loadf17g. As long as the num-
ber of ”primary” broken bonds is large, the fracture strength
probability distribution approaches a log-normal distribution
sby central limit theoremd irrespective of the precise charac-
ter of the individual stress scale factor random distributions
f17g. We have also used the normal distribution to collapse
the fracture strength data of triangular spring and fuse lattice
systems. Although the data collapse is reasonable, it is not as
good as that of the log-normal distribution based on the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test.

VII. SIZE EFFECTS IN THE MEAN
FRACTURE STRENGTH

The mean fracture strength data for various random
threshold spring lattice system sizes are presented in Table II.
In Ref. f17g, for the RFM, we have suggested a scaling form

F̄peak=C0L
ā+C1 for the peak load, whereC0 andC1 are con-

stants. Correspondingly, the mean fracture strength defined

as m f =F̄peak/L, is given by m f =C0L
ā−1+sC1/Ld. We have

used the same scaling law for the random threshold spring
model as well, and the result presented in Fig. 13 indicates
that the exponentā is approximately equal to 0.97, which is
once again consistent with theā=0.96 obtained for RFM
using both triangular and diamond lattice topologies. The
inset in Fig. 13 presents a power-law fitm f ,L−2/m that is
consistent with a Weibull distribution for fracture strengths.
From the nonlinearity of the plots in the inset of Fig. 13, it is
clear that the mean fracture strength does not follow a simple
power-law scaling that is consistent with a Weibull distribu-
tion for fracture strengths. We have also verified that the
mean fracture strength does not follow a scaling law of the

form m f
d=1/sA1+B1ln Ld that is consistent with a modified

Gumbel distribution for fracture strengthsf13–16g.
Since a very small negative exponentsā−1d is equivalent

to a logarithmic correction, i.e., fors1−ād!1,Lā−1

,flogsLdg−c, an alternative expression for the mean fracture
strength may be obtained asm f =m f

! / slog Ldc+sc/Ld, where
m f

! andc are constants that are related to the constantsC0 and
C1. This suggests that the mean fracture strength of the lat-
tice system decreases very slowly with increasing lattice sys-
tem size, and scales asm f <1/slog Ldc, with c<0.15, for
very large lattice systems.

TABLE II. Peak load in the random threshold spring model
using a triangular lattice network with uniform disorder distribu-
tion. Nconfig denotes the number of configurations used in averaging
the results for each system size.

L Nconfig

Triangular

Mean Std

8 40000 1.8125 0.3318

16 40000 2.8646 0.3364

24 40000 3.9170 0.3558

32 40000 4.9619 0.3761

64 8000 9.0865 0.4632

128 2400 17.1286 0.6122

256 100 32.8959 0.8024

FIG. 13. sColor onlined Proposed scaling law for the mean frac-
ture strengthsFpeak=C0L

ā+C1d. s1d Triangular spring network
ssymbol: -+-d: ā=0.97. s2d Triangular fuse networkssymbol: -*-d:
ā=0.956; the corresponding Weibull fit for the mean fracture
strength is shown in the inset. Nonlinearity of the plots in the inset
suggests that mean fracture strength does not follow a power-law
scaling consistent with the Weibull distribution.

FIG. 14. sColor onlined The distribution of avalanche sizes
swithout the last catastrophic eventd for triangular spring lattices of
different sizes.
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VIII. AVALANCHES

The avalanche size distribution, once the last event is ex-
cluded, is a power law followed by an exponential cutoff at
large avalanche sizesssee Fig. 14d f25g. The cutoff sizes0
increases with the lattice size, so that we can describe the
distribution by a scaling form

Pss,Nd = s−tgss/ND/2d, s5d

whereD represents the fractal dimension of the avalanches
andN=s3L+1dsL+1d is the number of bonds. Figure 15 pre-

sents the data collapse of the distribution of avalanche sizes
using the exponentst=2.5 andD=1.1.

So far we have considered avalanche statistics integrating
the distribution over all the values of the forces up to the
peak load, but the avalanche signal is not stationary: as the
force increases, so does the avalanche size. In particular, the
last avalanche is much larger than the others. Its typical size
grows as sm=snf −npd,Nb, with b.0.68 ssee Fig. 16d,
which is once again in good agreement with theb.0.7 value
obtained for RFMssee Fig. 14 of Ref.f22gd. The cumulative
distribution of the last avalanche sizes for the RSM and RFM
is presented in Figs. 17sad and 17sbd, respectively. While the
distribution is approximately Gaussian for RFM as shown by
the data collapsesalmost lineard in the inset of Fig. 17sbd,

FIG. 15. sColor onlined Data collapse of the avalanche size dis-
tributions excluding the final catastrophic event. The exponents
used for the collapse aret=2.5 sthe reference line has this sloped
and D=1.1. The distributions have been logarithmically binned to
reduce fluctuations.

FIG. 16. sColor onlined The mean avalanche size of the last
catastrophic eventfsm=snf −npdg scales as a power law ofNel. Once
again, the scaling exponentb=0.68 for RSM is similar to the scal-
ing exponentb.0.7 obtained for RFM using triangular and dia-
mond latticesssee Fig. 14 of Ref.f22gd.

FIG. 17. sColor onlined The collapsed cumulative distribution of
the last avalanche.sad RSM, sbd RFM. The insets in each of these
figures show how well the data can be represented by a normal
distribution fit. The presence of significant nonlinearity of the data
in these insets suggests that normal distribution may not be an ad-
equate fit for representing the distribution of the last avalanche size
for the RSM model, whereas it may be an adequate fit for the RFM
model.
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there appears to be significant nonlinearity in the data col-
lapse of the plots in the inset of Fig. 17sad. This suggests that
normal distribution may not be an adequate fit for represent-
ing the distribution of the last avalanche size in the RSM
model. We notice here that the postpeak regime is different
in the two models because the RSM can fail due to loss of
rigidity. In general, the significantly different nature of the
last avalanche with respect to the precursors is revealed both
by the distribution typesGaussian or power lawd and by its
characteristic value, scaling as 2b.1.36 orD=1.1. This dif-
ference reflects the fact that the last avalanche is a cata-
strophic event corresponding to unstable crack growth, while
precursors reflect metastable crack growth and the two pro-
cesses are different.

IX. SUMMARY

In this study, we investigated the universality of random
threshold spring and fuse models using large-scale numerical
simulations and a large number of sample configurations to
reduce the statistical error in the numerical results. For both
models, we considered triangular lattice topology with uni-
form disorder and increased the load quasistatically. We per-
formed several statistical measures characterizing the frac-
ture process that can be summarized as follows.

sid Damage localization.The process of localization is
similar in the RFM and RSM. Damage is accumulated in a
uniform manner up to the peak load and then suddenly lo-
calizes, leading to complete failure. This process is described
by damage profiles that are basically flat until peak load and
show a peak, with exponential tails, in the postpeak regime.
The collapse of the damage profiles implies some small dif-
ferences in the exponents for the two models.

sii d Damage density.The number of broken bonds at fail-
ure or at peak load scales with the lattice size. We have
shown that the behavior in RFM and RSM is very similar,

but in both cases it is not possible to distinguish a power law
from a linear behavior with a logarithmic correction.

siii d Damage distributions.The distribution of broken
bonds at peak load follows a normal distribution for RFM
and RSM.

sivd Fracture strength.The fracture strength distribution
is found to be log-normal for both models and the mean
fracture strength scales logarithmically.

svd Avalanches.The integrated avalanche distributions
follow a power law in both models. The results of the RSM
yield an exponentt=5/2 that is very close to the exponent
observed in the global load sharing fiber bundle model
sFBMd, while larger deviations are found in the RFMsi.e.,
t=2.7 f12gd.

Thus, in conclusion, we can state that RFM and RSM are
qualitatively very similar: distributions have the same forms,
localization proceeds in the same way, and avalanches are
similar. However, minor differences can be found in terms of
small quantitative deviations in the exponents. We cannot
rule out that these deviations are due to differences in the
finite-size behavior of the models and that at large scales the
behavior is the same. In addition, the rigidity mechanism that
is present in the RSM and not in the RFM could explain
some deviations in the postpeak regime. Our analysis sug-
gests that a simplified scalar model can capture all the essen-
tial features of a numerically more expensive tensorial
model. Hence, the RFM could be considered as the basic
model to investigate the statistical properties of fracture in
disordered media.
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